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The Risk of Not Innovating
Kodak. Nokia. Xerox. Myspace. Sears. Toshiba. RadioShack. Motorola. Toys“R”Us.
AOL. What do all these companies have in common? They were all well-known,
seemingly indestructible, and then ultimately died, were sold, or went bankrupt.
While these companies accomplished some very great things during their
lifetime, the sad fact is that they will likely be remembered most for the manner
of their demise. Their stories do not represent how any organization wants to be
remembered, and for the business leaders focused on ensuring their company’s
vitality for years and years to come, companies like these serve as cautionary tales
begging one question: What caused these once-stalwart organizations to implode
while others endured? The single most critical factor was their failure to innovate at
the right time and/or in the right way.

Only These 60 Companies Were in the Fortune 500 in
Both 1955 and 2017
3M

Dow Chemical

Marathon Oil

Abbott Laboratories

DuPont

McGraw Hill (now S&P Global)

Alcoa

ExxonMobil

Merck

Archer Daniels Midland

Freeport-McMoRan

Monsanto

Ashland

General Electric

Navistar

Avon Products

General Dynamics

NCR

Boeing

General Mills

Northorp Grumman

BorgWarner

General Motors

Owens Corning

Bristol-Myers Squibb

Goodyear Tire and Rubber

Owens-Illinois

Campbell Soup

Hershey

PepsiCo

Caterpillar

Honeywell International

Pfizer

CBS

Hormel Foods

Procter and Gamble

Celanese

IBM

Raytheon

Chevron

International Paper

Rockwell Automation

Coca-Cola

Johnson and Johnson

Sealed Air

Calgate-Palmolive

Kellogg

Textron

ConocoPhillips

Kimberly-Clark

United States Steel

Crown Holdings

Kraft Food

United Technologies

Cummins

Lear

Weyerhaeuser

Deere

Lockheed Martin

Whirlpool

Source: American Enterprise Institute
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The Problem: Neglecting the “Core”
According to the American Enterprise Institute, there were only 60 companies on
the Fortune 500 list in 1955 who were still on the list in 2017. 1 This statistic illustrates
what can happen when leaders of large enterprises fail to implement what we refer
to as “core-driven” innovation.
Simply put, “core-driven” innovation is strategic innovation led by the time-tested
truth that, over the long-term, the core revenue streams of larger, more established
companies will be challenged and compromised by outside forces. Edmund
Burke said the most powerful law of nature is change, and technology has only
dramatically sped up pace of change. According to Michael Porter of the Harvard
Business Review, these 5 famous forces also strategically play a role:2

1) The threat of new entrants;
2) The bargaining power of suppliers;
3) The bargaining power of buyers;
4) The threat of substitute products or services; and
5) The rivalry of competitors.

Perry, Mark J. “Fortune 500 Firms 1955 v. 2017: Only 60 Remain, Thanks to the Creative Destruction That Fuels
Economic Prosperity.” AEI, 20 Oct. 2017.
2
Porter, Michael E. “What Is Strategy?” Harvard Business Review, 3 Oct. 2017.
1
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When faced with the destructive potential of technological change: competitors,
new entrants, globalization, substitute products, generational shifts, and more,
established companies must continue to innovate in order to maintain their
competitive advantage. And they innately know that, as Fannie Mae’s Chief
Operations Officer, Kimberly Johnson, puts it, “the risk of not innovating is just
as high as the risk of innovating, if not higher.”3 But for large, enterprise-sized
companies, innovating at a deep level is easier said than done. Here’s why.

For large, highly profitable companies, a natural by-product of their enormous
success is that they inadvertently, almost imperceptibly become stuck in the
middle of two different sources of risk. On the one side, there is the strategic risk
to their competitive advantage that increases as they continue to grow but fail
to build internal capabilities that will allow them to benefit from new markets and
new customers. And on the other, there is the risk of allocating resources and
focus away from those established business functions, structures, and processes
that, over time, have served their customers’ needs and made them successful in
the first place. As Clayton M. Christensen suggested in his book,

3

Managing Risks and Enabling Growth in the Age of Innovation. PwC, 2018.
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The Innovator’s Dilemma, over the long-term, companies double down on their
existing value chains in an effort to extract every drop out of what they fail to see
as a diminishing strategic position. Companies do this at the expense of building
internal capabilities allowing them to pivot towards the emerging markets that will
sustain long-term growth and prosperity. Companies get big enough, but don’t
stay small enough to adapt.
A prime example of a now-deceased company that, stuck between the two
different risks, steered away from strategic, core innovation is Kodak. From a $10B
company listed on the Dow Jones Industrial Average in 1981 and ranked as the No.
1 seller of digital cameras in the U.S. in 2005, to filing for bankruptcy in January
of 2012, Kodak is just one of many examples of companies that, although they
appeared to be dominating their market, did not innovate strategically to address
the fundamental changes in the way their customers created, processed, and
shared digital media.
The challenge for so many companies like Kodak isn’t so much that they fail
to acknowledge the need to innovate at a core, strategic level. Instead, the
challenge for these organizations’ leaders is to identify and effectively utilize
tools and practices that allow them to engage in strategy-minded, core-driven
innovation while, at the same time, manage the operational and fiscal risks
associated with allocating resources to new ways of doing business.

6

In this paper, we’ll discuss the Seven Key Strategic Innovation Principles that
today’s executive leaders should focus on in order to build their company’s longterm competitive advantage and to ensure their future in the marketplace. These
strategic principles include:

1) Creating a culture of “core-driven” innovation
2) Innovating business models and processes, not just
products and services, to ensure long-term success
3) Using Agile innovation management to involve the
customer for superior product/market fit
4) Developing and leveraging innovation partners to
bring in fresh perspectives and diffuse risk
5) Integrating risk management-related functions and
teams to maintain speed to market
6) Establishing innovation pipelines
7) Utilizing innovation entities

7

The Seven Key Strategic
Innovation Principles
1. Create a Culture of Core-Driven Innovation
How do you create a culture of innovation that incentivizes performance around
customer-centric metrics?

Start at the Top
Leadership who view innovation primarily as a risk associated with shifting
valuable resources to product and services initiatives miss the bigger picture.
By focusing on innovation that merely bridges the incremental innovation
gap, their companies eventually lose enough strategic ground that no amount
of innovation is going to keep them alive. When those same executives
acknowledge that not innovating poses a far greater risk to their core business
and competitive advantage, however, they will more readily allocate the
resources and effort to power that advantage. In fact, according to the Harvard
Business Review,4 leaders who champion innovation as a cultural norm are not
only as focused on managing risk as innovation-avoidant leaders, they are 25%
more focused on it. The difference is that these leaders shift their focus from
the risk of innovating to the risk of market share loss and decreased revenue
resulting from a lack of core-driven innovation.

4

Porter, Michael E. “What Is Strategy?” Harvard Business Review, 3 Oct. 2017.
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Make Innovation Everyone’s Business
According to Michael Porter, successful business strategy is, in one sense, nothing
more than creating “fit” among the various functions of a company and looking
beyond mere operational effectiveness.5 If the goal is to innovate strategically instead
of just incrementally, then innovation must take place at all levels and through all
functions of a company’s value chain.
Several examples of strategic innovation at different places along the value chain
include Apple and Toyota. Arguably, the company-wide innovation approaches Apple
has taken—from product packaging to customer experience to partner agreements—
contributed more to its strategic success than making incremental feature
improvements to products like its iPhones and iPads. Growing from nearly bankrupt
in the 1950s to becoming the largest automaker in the world today, Toyota arguably
owes the bulk of that growth to the well-documented innovations it has continually
made to its manufacturing processes.6
Although in-store experiences and manufacturing processes aren’t the areas we
typically attribute to cutting-edge innovation, when strategically implemented over
the long term, they make all the difference.

5
6

Porter, Michael E. “What Is Strategy?” Harvard Business Review, 3 Oct. 2017.
Bodek, Norman. “The Toyota Secret: Constant Change And Growth.” IndustryWeek, 2 Aug. 2007.
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2. Innovate Business Models and Processes,
Not Just Products and Services, to Ensure
Long-Term Competitive Advantage
A survey conducted by McKinsey & Company showed that 80% of chief
strategy officers across a wide range of industries believed that their
existing business models were at risk. And among the biggest concerns those
strategy officers face are small entrants into their markets who are leveraging
disruptive technology and process innovations.7 While many strategy
executives will focus on product innovation as a way to compete with the
disruption, that strategy may be short-sighted as it misses the opportunity for
established companies to leverage their existing knowledge and experience.

Value Chain Innovation
It’s admittedly easier to focus on new products and services when discussing
innovation—but without a sound strategy for leveraging customer, market,
and industry knowledge, and detecting and reacting to changes in the
perceptions, biases, and efficacies underlying a company’s value chain—large
companies run a significant risk of becoming strategically irrelevant.
One notable example of a company that has focused on more than just its
products by managing long-term risk with a more strategic, core-driven
approach is Nike. Well known for continuously innovating their products,
brand messaging, and customer experience, Nike has successfully leveraged
supply chain innovation as a means to cutting lead times, controlling logistical
costs, and mitigating environmental impact issues. Although these innovations
may initially seem only supply-side related, because Nike knows its customers
so well, these changes have intentionally added extra value to its value chain.
As a result, Nike has maintained its long-term competitive advantage in the
athletic footwear and apparel industry.

7
de Jong, Marc; Marson, Nathan; Roth, Erik; van Biljon, Peet. “The Eight Essentials of innovation performance” McKinsey &
Company, Dec. 2013.
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Recognizing that business model innovation is the surest approach to managing longterm strategic risk, the following roadmap represents a proven process for ensuring
that a company’s value chain stays aligned with its customers’ evolving needs and
preferences.

Challenge

Hypothesize

Question prevailing assumptions at each point of the existing value chain in
the context of your company’s market metrics and information.

Ask “what if” questions and borrow from other industries’ new, perhaps
unorthodox approaches to adding value at each point of your company’s
value chain.

Test

Stress test the new, hypothesized approaches against the same metrics and
information you used to challenge the assumptions of your existing value
chain.

Execute

Build out the mechanisms for those hypothesized approaches that withstood
your stress test, many of which will flow naturally from the preceding
discovery process.

11

Challenge
Your first step toward value chain innovation requires you to challenge the
assumptions underlying each point of the existing value chain. Amazon provides
a good example of what can happen when you do this. Addressing how it could
deliver more value to customers by modifying its last-mile delivery logistics,
Amazon challenged the age-old assumption that customers wouldn’t want
couriers entering into their unoccupied homes and, utilizing already established
technologies, launched its “in-home” delivery service where couriers deliver
packages to Prime customers literally inside their homes via Amazon Key.

Hypothesize
Once you challenge an existing assumption underlying a particular point or
points of your value chain, the next step is to hypothesize alternative assumptions
by asking critical questions. These questions and their corresponding answers
may seem implausible at first, but this self Q&A is essential to the success of the
business model innovation process. In Amazon’s case, it hypothesized that its
customers’ desire for more secure package delivery might be overtaking the fear
of reduced home security.

Test
The alternative assumptions you hypothesized in the previous step are still only
assumptions; and in any implementation, it would be naive to overhaul your
company’s entire value chain based on an assumption that hasn’t been tested.
That’s why this step in the value chain innovation process is to quantitatively
test the new assumptions on an appropriately restricted scale, ensuring that
implementation (at least initially) sits comfortably within your company’s resource
and risk parameters.
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In Amazon’s case, the company began testing their in-home delivery service in
37 of their key cities to see how accurate the hypothesis was. While it’s yet to be
determined how widespread the in-home delivery service adoption will be, Forbes
reported that according to a survey conducted by InsuranceQuotes in February
2018, 31% of those surveyed said that they would use the service. While that
number may not sound too encouraging, it’s nearly double the number of people
who said they would use the service according to a survey conducted earlier that
year.8

Execute
The test stage should yield quantifiable results so you can evaluate how accurate
your hypothesized assumptions are. If your new assumptions are correct and the
quantitative analysis supports a larger implementation of the change in your
value chain, the mechanisms can now be put into place to scale into that larger
implementation. In Amazon’s case, will it stick with the in-home delivery service?
It’s difficult to say. The company is well known for pursuing innovative ideas long
beyond the point other companies might throw in the towel.

The benefit of approaching business model innovation through this four-step
process (challenge, hypothesize, test, execute) is that the specific mechanisms that
need to be put into place often present themselves as an inherent product of the
challenge stage.

8

Lempert, Phil. “Consumers Are Wary Of Amazon Key — No Surprise.” Forbes, Forbes Magazine, 16 Mar. 2018.
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3. Use Agile Innovation Management to
Involve the Customer for Superior Product/
Market Fit
Another strategic approach to managing risk involves the way organizations manage
innovation itself.
Although native to a project management methodology for software products, using
a more “Agile-ish” approach to managing innovation can alleviate significant risk
across a broad range of initiatives. In fact, 95% of Scrum (a form of Agile project
management) users plan to continue using an Agile approach on both large and
small projects due to the myriad of benefits associated with the model. Of the
more significant of those benefits is the reduction in project risk that 76% of Scrum
participants reported.9
To understand why Agile innovation reduces project risk while at the same time yields
better results, let’s quickly compare the Agile development model with the highly
outdated Waterfall development model.

9

Chaos Report 2015. The Standish Group International, Inc., 2015.
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The Waterfall Methodology
Waterfall is a plan-driven development method modeled after the construction management
process. Although software developers have long criticized this methodology as being
synonymous with poorly designed, bug-ridden software, many executives and senior
management still favor this form of development due to what we at Fresh refer to as the
“Waterfall promise”—that the process will yield a product that is a perfect fit for market, on
time, and on budget. But as Figure 1
Figure 1: Waterfall Promise vs Waterfall Reality

shows, the Waterfall promise is far
from the Waterfall reality. In short,
the budget/resource certainty
executives crave with Waterfall is
seldom actually achieved. When it
is, it’s usually only for projects that
have been well documented and
predictable.

The Agile Methodology
Unlike Waterfall’s illusive certainty and predictability, the Agile process is built on iteration,
where product/market fit is an inevitability, because setbacks and unforeseen detours are
built into the development process.
Figure 2: Agile Promise vs Agile Reality

Where Waterfall often misses the
market due to changes between
project launch and completion,
Agile seeks to time its products to
the market or—as Steve Jobs did so
masterfully—even time them ahead
of it.
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Agile vs Waterfall—Which is Better?
Figure 2 illustrates how Agile’s reality more closely matches up with its promise of
product/market fit. And when we compare the Agile reality to the Waterfall reality
(Figure 3), we see that over time, Agile yields products dramatically closer to 100%
product/market fit.
For established companies that allocate budget based on predicted ROIs, Figure
4 shows that Agile renders closer product/market fit at nearly every given point
on the Accumulated Cost (“budget”) axis. Presumably, Waterfall would catch up
to Agile given enough time and contingent budget, but again, for established
companies that manage allocation risk under tight financial controls, this is very
rarely an option. Where ROI still matters to executives even in the innovation game,
Agile will nearly always produce the best results with lower risk.

Figure 3: Agile Reality vs Walterfall Reality

Figure 4: Agile vs Waterfall on Budget
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4. Develop and Leverage Strong Innovation
Partners to Bring in Fresh Perspectives and
Diffuse Risk
Historically, large corporate R&D departments, universities, and grant-funded start-ups
have been the organizations with the resources to innovate new technologies, but as
technology itself has lowered capital and access barriers to innovation, great ideas and
products can come from anywhere. In fact, these days, a college student with a laptop
could be the creator of the next billion dollar disruption. For executives of organizationallydefined companies, this sea change in the innovation environment has incentivized them to
look outside their own organizations and even industries for an innovative edge.
Developing and leveraging strong outside innovation partners has several risk management
benefits, including:

Overcoming Organizational Gridlock = Greater Speed to Market
One of the primary risks associated with innovating is not being able to do it quickly
enough. Today, the companies that learn the fastest win, and once the executives and
senior management of a company identify a quantifiable innovation need (stage four in
business model innovation, discussed earlier), the next step is to identify and marshal the
resources necessary to develop the solution and bring it to market as quickly as possible.
This can prove to be very difficult even for companies with the resources to staff and fund
sizable internal innovation departments and initiatives. Although those companies may be
well-heeled enough, their organizational structures often hinder their ability to coordinate
cooperation among relevant departments and stakeholders.
Having strong innovation partners and networks allows organizationally complex
companies to leverage outside talent and efficiencies. These partnerships can significantly
alleviate the gridlock that occurs when companies rely on their own internal resources to
bring innovation to market.
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Tapping Outside Knowledge for Fresh Approaches
One ingredient essential to today’s prolific increase in the rate of innovation
is how broadly a single technology can benefit companies operating across
vastly different industries and markets. Technology applications that seem
relevant to only one industry can quickly become critical to other totally
unrelated markets.

Successful companies know what makes them
successful, but that self-awareness can breed a form of
“innovation tunnel vision” where leaders rely only on the
knowledge within their organization and sector when
it comes to solving problems and thinking innovatively.
Unfortunately, this inward-looking approach ignores
the fact that some of the biggest success stories in the
innovation space have resulted from leaders leveraging
and translating technology and innovation gains in
other industries for the benefit of their own.
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A prime example of this is how innovations derived from desktop publishing
technology are changing the design and product manufacturing industry.
Specifically, the same technology that has allowed the owner of any personal
computer to create, print, and publish their own literary works is now giving rise to a
wave of similarly-situated entrepreneurs who are able to design, print, and sell their
own three-dimensional products. Although it may seem obvious now, the innovative
leap from using an inkjet printer to deposit small drops of ink onto a paper to
create document to using a not-too-different printer head to heat and deposit
solid material three-dimensionally has potentially revolutionized the small-batch
manufacturing business. 3D printing technology is now crossing over into even
more, seemingly unrelated industries, such as bioprinting, where 3D printing-based
technology is being developed to create human organs.10
It may be less obvious than other principles of innovation, but by having strong
innovation partners and networks in place outside of its native industry, a company
can leverage the know-how, talent, and insight from other industries to innovate
successful technology and process applications within its own.

Shieber, Jonathan. “Implantable 3D-Printed Organs Could Be Coming Sooner than You Think.” TechCrunch, 25 June
2018.

10
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Decentralizing Risk
As the saying goes, misery loves company. The same could be said for risk and
liability, and one of the most significant benefits of utilizing innovation partners
is the ability to decentralize liability risk by sharing that risk with one or more
partners/stakeholders.

In a partnership/contractual setting, risk is allocated
under two predominant theories. First, risk is allocated
among participating parties proportional to the benefit
each respective party receives from the joint endeavor.
And second, risk is allocated among parties according
to who is in the best position to manage and/or
mitigate that risk. Leveraging innovation partners
who bring necessary competencies and experience
to the table—tied with a stake in the outcome of the
innovative process—provides an efficient and logical
avenue for reducing risk that would otherwise be
inherently concentrated on your organization.
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5. Include Risk Management in the
Innovation Process from the Start to
Manage Speed to Market
Supply chain, sourcing, risk management, operations—in large organizations, these
are the business functions that have historically stood in the way of innovation. It
makes sense: change is risky if for no other reason than it represents a product or
process different from what’s known and quantifiable. Risk-averse functions serve
a critical role in their organizations, but the better they do their job, the more they
can shut down the key ingredients that feed innovation. No qualified leader would
disagree that a company’s risk function should slow things down when issues
emerge in the innovation process. The problem arises, however, when the process
of coming up with risk-acceptable solutions absorbs more focus than the process
of developing the innovative products or processes in the first place. The solution
to this problem involves rethinking the role a company’s risk functions play in the
innovation process. One way to mix things up is to make the risk management
functions also accountable to innovation initiatives so they have balanced
objectives.
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According to a survey conducted by Accenture that gathered data on the role a
company’s risk management functions play in its innovation culture and processes,
risk executives whose companies successfully manage innovation risk are twice
as likely as “non-adapters” to advise on innovation initiatives and activities even
before the planning begins.11
Although not a groundbreaking concept, plugging the risk function into the
innovation pipeline as far upstream as possible allows risk managers to anticipate
problems and strategize potential pivots and solutions in advance. In turn, this
allows the innovative process to move forward as quickly and effectively as
possible. In an age where speed to market and strategic agility are critical factors
to long-term success, that efficiency is vital. Furthermore, not only does leveraging
the risk management function early in the innovation process equip companies to
innovate more quickly and tightly, but this Agile-style approach allows innovation
teams to deal with issues that were not or could not be anticipated at the entrance
to the pipeline.

10

Managing Risks and Enabling Growth in the Age of Innovation. PwC, 2018.
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6. Establish Innovation Pipelines
As we discussed above, innovation is not a natural fit for established companies that
have honed themselves over time to satisfy their core customers’ existing needs and
wants. Trying to implement innovation initiatives without putting in place an actual
pipeline for those initiatives from the ideation stage to the launch stage will likely
be fruitless. Innovation pipelines, like other internal project management functions,
work because they provide a process and associated metrics to which mid-level
leadership can manage. As ideas make their way through the pipeline, they can be
systematically vetted not only for technical feasibility, but also business feasibility.
While we won’t get into the details of the pipeline here, typical innovation pipelines
usually consist of at least the following five stages:

IDEATION - Fostered by a culture of innovation (discussed above) that springs from
the executive leadership down, this pipeline stage is where individuals come up
with the ideas that improve the value that their discrete parts add to the company’s
overall value chain. There is no faster way to kill innovation within a company than to
put responsibility for it in the hands of only a small few. A company’s employees, from
line workers all the way up to C-Suite are ALL sources of invaluable insight into what is
and is not working, and what can be improved.
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FEASIBILITY - Whether used in isolation or in conjunction with some of the other
innovation principles in this paper, feasibility is the stage-gate where those innovation
ideas are assessed as viable or not both from a technical perspective and measured
against a company’s strategic objectives. For technology-centric innovation, there
is no sense scrutinizing ideas from a business perspective if the innovation isn’t
technically feasible. But companies should be careful not to put into place too heavy
of formal criteria, process, or qualification such that the process stifles the desire and
enthusiasm of their team members to ideate and share their ideas in the first place.
Finally, as many people should be brought into the vetting process as is necessary to
ensure that each idea is viewed from as many different vantage points as possible.
Having one person be responsible for vetting every innovation is no better than
having one person be responsible for coming up with every innovative idea.

DEVELOPMENT - For those ideas that are not only technically feasible, but also
provide a compelling business case, companies must be prepared to allocate the
time, capital, and other resources to further refine and develop innovative ideas into
working processes and products. Lots of companies tout an innovation culture, but
this point in the pipeline tends to be the place where most fail to put their money
where their mouth is. It’s at this point that so many of the ideas that were good or even
great at the ideation and feasibility stage quickly become so-so ideas or even nonstarters. This, however, is where the other ideas discussed in this section come into
play to allow business leaders to break through this systemic innovation gag reflex.
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LAUNCH - One of the most widely spoken phrases in the U.S. military’s
marksmanship schools is “aim small, miss small.” As taught by the most elite the
military has to offer, the concept is that if you aim for a person and you miss, you
miss the person. But if you aim at a small part of them such as a shirt pocket,
and you miss, you still hit them. The same holds true for launching innovation
initiatives externally into the marketplace or internally into a company’s operations.
Recognizing that the scale of launch is going to be governed by many different
factors and conditions, it will nearly always be better to attach metrics and
limit it to no broader of a scope as is necessary for validating or disproving the
assumptions made during both the feasibility and development stages.

VALIDATE & SCALE - The final step is to measure the result of a company’s launch
against the assumptions it made earlier in the process. From there, the company
can take several different routes. If positive, the results may warrant an expanded
offering or implementation into a larger scope of the market or across a larger
percentage of a particular internal division. If the results are neutral or negative,
the decision could be made to abandon the initiative or, alternatively, to send it
back to the development stage of the pipeline for improvements that will bring the
initiative more in line with the company’s expectations.
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7. Utilize Innovation Entities
If the functional, organizational, and structural ways in which a large,
successful company meets its customers’ needs are what ultimately become
the barrier to the company engaging in strategic-level innovation, then an
obvious work-around to this problem is to create a distinct entity whose
sole purpose focusing on the innovation initiative(s) that are seemingly
too incompatible for the existing enterprise to stomach. An organization
decoupled from the parent company, a “lab,” as we like to call it, has the
freedom to establish its own operational, cultural, and performance metrics,
instead of being forced (intentionally or not) to fit into the parent company’s
long-established way of doing business.
Of course, the fruits of the lab’s efforts ultimately have to funnel into the
parent, and so the innovation lab has to have a product development and
innovation pitch pipeline that ties the hard work the innovation product
teams perform in developing and validating their innovative ideas into the
core business’ strategic leadership to ensure the ideas coming out of the lab
don’t end up being orphans. Since these ideas are strategic expenditures,
a close connection between the lab and executive leadership also ensures
that innovations worth pursuing receive the “investment” required to further
develop and incorporate them into the core company’s value chain.
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To tie into one of the other 7 Strategic Innovation Principles we’ve already discussed
in this paper, establishing separate innovation entities is often essential to working
with innovation partners who have significant experience, knowledge, and yes,
resources, to bring to the table. From a financial, legal, and operational perspective,
it’s significantly more straightforward to set up an independent entity into which
innovation partners can pool their respective time, talent, and resources than it is
to have one of the partners invest directly into the other’s existing business. In one
particular scenario, the separate joint venture innovation entity owns the innovation
as an asset, which it can then license back out to the partners as they incorporate it
into their respective, overall innovation strategies.
If, on the other hand, one of the partners wants only the financial upside of the
innovation without incorporating it into their existing core business, the innovation
partners can establish terms and conditions in the joint venture agreements that
balance each partner’s respective stake in and expectations of the venture’s
innovative asset.
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Conclusion

The goal of every great company is to profit by giving
customers what they want in the way they want it.
But it’s by no coincidence that the more successful a
company becomes in achieving that goal, the more
it opens itself up to becoming a victim of that very
success as innovation grows stagnant.

Great companies are built not only on products, but also on process and functions
that enhance their value proposition. The stronger customer feedback is, the more
incentive companies have in keeping the related processes and functions in place.
Even in the face of radical disruption, most companies are inclined to double down
on the same ways of doing things that have worked for them in the past, and they
will engage in innovation only on a superficial level. Unfortunately, as the examples
given at the beginning of this paper show, incremental, or gap, innovation is unlikely
to protect a company’s long-term strategic value and relevance when faced with a
level of disruption.
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To withstand the challenges that will inevitably come from new entrants, new
technology, the bargaining power of suppliers and buyers, and the threat of
substitute products or services, enterprise leaders need to dig deeper and
innovate at a more strategic, more “core” level. They must be able to recognize
that ingrained operational processes and structures, over time, can blind an
organization to the growing risk of strategic irrelevancy. This acute lack of
awareness makes it difficult to engage in a deeper, core-level innovation. This
paper provides seven critical principles and practices that, either implemented and
utilized alone or in coordination with one another, established companies should
adopt as they seek to secure their long-term health. Following these principles
and practices will greatly increase your company’s ability to avoid the obituaries
of once-Fortune 500 companies who may have seen the need to change, but did
nothing about it until it was too late.
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